Surrealism's Arrival
The earliest examples of genuine Surrealist art to be seen in America were prob- Byrne concluded by suggesting that MoMA's exhibition would elicit three types of reaction from the communities it visited: "a small measure of esthetic interest, such as that children possess when they are unhampered by accumulated prejudices"; the "thrill of sophistication" for an "anxious, cultured fringe" who delight in being "in the know"; and "that most hopeful group, fortunately a large one, who will find the whole matter a sort of art circus, and who curiously enough will have in their amusement a common ground with the artists themselves. These will laugh it on its way, in good American fashion.., People who feel that modern art is ugly and unintelligible ought to regard it for the fantasy it contains. Strange viewpoints, weird forms, exotic subject-matter seem to be the order of the day in art, and these elements are fascinating to discover, and enjoy, for their own sake, apart from aesthetic considerations. ... Looking at their pictures [those of modern artists] is like taking a trip to Mars, or visiting the zoo to look at the strange beasts, or reading Ripley.
You don't know what queer thing is going to turn up next.16

America's Dream Factory
In light of such comments it seems inevitable that the "fantastic" products of Surrealism would be equated with the output of America's own dream factory. Links between Hollywood and Surrealism did run fast and loose. Surrealists were described as the Marx Brothers of the art world, while comedians like the Marx Brothers were hailed as "native" Surrealists, owing to their own "amusing lack of logic" (fig. 3) Disney's status as a "high artist" was much discussed during the mid-1930s. On 27 December 1937, Time's cover featured a photo of a smiling Disney, accompanied by the caption "The boss is no more a cartoonist than Whistler" (fig.  6) . The previous year, Walt and Roy Disney sent four cartoon stills from their new film The Three Little Wolves for inclusion in MoMA's "Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism" exhibition ( fig. 7) . That Walt Disney, who even then was noted for his political conservatism, would allow his pigs and wolves to cavort with Magrittes and Massons suggests his own innocence regarding the Surrealists' revolutionary aims and Communist alliances, his acceptance of their work as little more than "perky and goofy." Strangely enough, none of his biographers makes mention of his participation in the show. Also noteworthy is the fact that, shortly after the MoMA show opened, the exhibition catalogue was amended with an erratum sheet giving credit for the Disney drawings to "Walt Disney Productions, Ltd.," adding, "Mr. Disney wishes to take no personal credit for films which are the collective work of over 400 people." This statement is peculiar because Disney, even under repeated protests from his employees, rarely gave on-screen credit to the artists who worked on his animated films.23 The addendum suggests that he perhaps had second thoughts, prompting him to distance himself from his cartoon contributions to the exhibition once they had been submitted. 
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